
Unit 1: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. routine  B. line   C. combine  D. dine 

2. A. plough  B. house  C. compound  D. touch 

3. A. scream  B. death  C. ready  D. peasant 

Choose the word that has the different stress from the others. 

4. A. repair  B. harrow  C. arrive   D. announce 

5. A. biology         B. alarm  C. transplant  D. farmer 

6. A. profession    B. tobacco  C. neighbor  D. experience 

Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence below. 

7. I felt quite _______ with my day’s work. 

 A. satisfy  B. satisfactory C. satisfied  D. satisfaction 

8.  I was late for school this morning because my alarm did not ____. 

 A. go away  B. go up  C. go on  D. go off 

9.  I have not met him since he ______ school. 

 A. left   B. was leaving C. had left  D. has left 

10.  We   _____ dinner at home on Saturdays. 

A. haven’t had    B. didn’t had     C. doesn’t have D. don’t have 

11. Now I don’t take the bus to school as I ____. 

 A. used to  B. did   C. took  D. was 

12.  It ___ me 15 minutes to get to school every morning. 

 A. takes  B. took  C. spends  D. spent 

13. The news of the child’s ____ return made us all happy. 

A. safe  B. safely  C. safety  D. unsafe 

14.  They were ____ at the idea of working together. 

A. joy   B. overjoyed  C. joyfully  D. joyfulness 

15.  Lightning rarely ____ twice in the same place. 

A. strikes   B. is striking  C. will strike  D. was strike 

16.  A nurse has a ____ schedule which she must follow without fail. 

A. tight   B. hard  C. tired D. stressed 

17.  John is not at all ____ with his job. He wants to do something more creative. 

A. content   B. discontent  C. discontented D. contented 

18.  I like eating healthy food but sometimes I ____ myself a sandwich and iced tea. 

A. indulge  B. give  C. fix   D. get 

19.  I'll see him when he ______ here tomorrow. 

A. comes  B. will come   C. has come  D. had come  

20.  The forest fire last week was the most terrible experience I have ever seen. I started death in the 

______________. 

A. forehead   B. leg   C. hand  D. face 

B. WRITING 



Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

1. On his _____ at the airport, John felt a little disappointed when no one came and picked him up. 

(ARRIVE) 

2. He is one of the most _____ people I’ve met. He never says anything interesting. (BORE) 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  

1. It took him three hours to complete his assignment.  

He spent   

2. Getting a job doesn’t interest him.  

He is not   

3. We started to write to each other two years ago.  

We’ve   

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE  

Choose the word which has a different sound in the part underlined.  

1. A. worked  B. pumped  C. watched   D. contented  

2. A. plough  B. house  C. compound  D. touch  

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.  

3. A. timetable  B. conclusion  C. passenger  D. bicycle  

4. A. biology  B. mathematics  C. development  D. geography  

Choose the letter A, B, C or D indicating the underlined part that needs correction in each of the 

following questions.  

5. According to my professor, Africans (A) need to do intensive farming (B) to produce  (C) food 

enough to (D) feed the people.  

6. Modern agriculture (A) depends heavy on engineering (B) and technology and on (C) the biological 

and (D) physical sciences.  

Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the following sentences.  

7. Many vegetables and flowers are grown in greenhouses in late winter and early spring, 

then……….outside as the weather warms.  

A. transplanted   B. harrowed    C. ploughed    D. prepared  

8. Whenever I returned my village, I enjoy walking along the paths where flowers are growing on the 

……of each side.  

A. blank   B. banks   C. blanket   D. banking  

9. When the passengers realized that the ship was flooded with water, they were very upset and 

………in panic.  

A. cheered  B. laughed   C. screamed  D. hurt  

   10. The forest fire last week was the most terrible experience I have ever spent. I stared death in 

the……...  

   A. forehead        B. leg                      C. hand                  D. face  

   11. At last the explorers had to stop their journey because of……….rain.  

   A. continue          B. continuous         C. continuing          D. continuously  



   12. Lightning rarely …….twice in the same place.  

   A. strikes  B. is striking   C. will strike   D. was striking  

   13. Here’s the exact spot where the accident………...  

   A. happened  B. happens   C. was happened  D. was happening  

   14. We learn at school that there………no life on the Moon  

   A. were   B. is    C. was   D. has  

   Choose the letter A, B, C or D that indicates the most suitable response to complete each of the 

following exchanges.  

15. That's a very nice dress you're wearing. - ............  

A. I'm glad you like it            B. That's all right   C. That's nice          D. You're quite right  

16. ............to stay the night? – Oh, that's very kind of you.  

A. Do you feel like             B. Would you like   C. Why don't you          D. Do you enjoy  

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the CLOSEST meaning to the underlined words in each 

of the following sentences  

17. The fire alarm went off when smoke rose.  

A. exploded  B. shouted   C. rang   D. burned  

18. After a short break for tea, they went on working.  

A. began   B. continued  C. delayed   D. harrowed  

Choose the letter A, B, C or D that has the OPPOSITE meaning to the underlined words in each 

of the following sentences.  

19. We got on the plane at 10:30 and the plane took off on time.  

A. flew   B. took on   C. took in   D. landed  

20.  They were told to stay seated and fasten their seat belts.  

A. do up    B. close    C. unfasten    D. join   

B. WRITING  

Rewrite the following sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one.  

1. I have studied English for 3 years.  

I started………………………………………………  

2. Mary hasn't seen her father since she was a student.  

The last time…………………………………………………………………...  

Use the words and expression below to make a complete and meaningful sentence. Changes and 

addition are required, but no omission is allowed.  

3/ my teacher/ sometimes/ get/ angry/ me/ because/ I/ not / do/ homework 

__________________________________________________________ 

4/ Nhung/ good/ studious/ student/ and/ never/ late/ school 



__________________________________________________________ 

5/ my mother/ go/ work/ 6.30/ every day 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. sky               B. pretty               C. why                        D. by 

2. A. knife             B. routine             C. dinner                    D.  kick 

3. A. minute          B. muddy             C. funny                     D. number 

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. buffalo           B. exactly             C. tobacco                 D. continue 

2. A. evening          B. usually             C. afternoon              D. another 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. __________ farming is a hard work, I enjoy country life. 

A. Because            B. Since             C. However               D. Although 

2. During my break I often drink tea with my______ peasants and smoke local tobacco. 

A. men                   B. women              C. enemy                   D. fellow 

3. The alarm ________ at 5.00. 

A. goes wrong B. goes away C. goes off      D. goes out 

4. He often leaves ______ home for ___ work at 7 o’clock and arrived at ____ office at exactly 7.30. 

A. a / the / an                                    B. the / the / no article                

C. the / no article / an                       D. no article / no article / the 

5.  It _____ me fifteen minutes to get to school every morning. 

A. took                   B.  takes                 C. has taken                D. is taking 

6.  She _______cards but _________TV.  

A. does not usually play / watches   B. does not usually play / watched   

C. does not usually plays / watches   D. do not usually play / watches 

7. Although it’s a long day for us, we feel we are_________ with what we do. 

A. dissatisfied         B. contented            C. shocked                D. interested 

8.  He ________a letter to his pen-friend every month. 

A. has written  B.  writes                 C. wrote       D. is writting 

9.  Housework has ___________ been regarded as women's work. 

A.  traditionary        B. tradition               C. traditional            D. traditionally 

10. Harry works all the time. He ____________. 

A. relaxes never  B. often relaxes     C. never relaxes       D. relaxes sometimes 

11. People think that _______ housework is a woman’s duty.  

A. working  B.  doing     C. taking       D. giving 

12. I drink some cups of tea, have a____ breakfast and then lead the buffalo to the field. 

A. weak                  B. strict                  C. quick                     D. thin 

13. Choose the word(s) CLOSEST in the meaning to the underlined word(s) 

I leave the house at a quarter past five and arrive in the field at exactly 5.30.  

A. 10 minutes  B. 15 minutes   C. 25 minutes       D.  30 minutes  

Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

14. Many pupils have extra classes in the evenings with at weekends. 

                                      A                B                        C     D   

http://tratu.soha.vn/dict/en_vn/Traditionary


15. I think my parent will be contenting with my study. 

          A             B              C         D    

IV. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1. Nina/ good/ studious/ student/ and/ never/ late/ school.  

 ______________________________________________ 

2. Family/ play/ important/ role/ everyone’s life. 

_____________________________________ 

3. My teacher/ sometimes/ get/ angry/ me/ because/ I/ not/ do/ homework.  

 ____________________________________________________________. 

 Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

4. He took a taxi so that he wouldn't be late.  

 In order not ______________________________ 

5. Lan often spends twenty minutes leading the buffalo to the field 

It often takes _______________________________. 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE  

Pick out the words underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

 1.  A. message B. begin  C. repeat   D. repair 

 2.  A. finish  B. drink  C. child  D. children 

 Pick out the words that have the stress different from that of the others. 

 6.  A. tobacco  B. breakfast   C. children  D. several 

 7.  A. biology         B. alarm  C. transplant  D. farmer 

Choose the best answer. 

8.  Mai’s house is near her school and it ______ her only 15 minutes to go there on foot.  

 A. takes B. took C. has taken D. is taking 

9. They use a ______ to break up the soil and plant the seeds. 

 A. land B. plough C. harvester        D. pump 

10. I know ______ how she felt. 

  A. exact  B. exactly  C. exactness  D. exacting 



11. - “______ do you go swimming?”  - “ Twice a week.” 

 A. How often B. What time C. How  D. How long 

12.  I felt quite _______ with my day’s work. 

A. satisfy  B. satisfactory  C. satisfied  D. satisfaction 

 13. I was late for school this morning because my alarm did not ____. 

A. go away  B. go up  C. go on  D. go off 

 14. I have not met him since he ______ school. 

A. left   B. was leaving  C. had left  D. has left 

 15. My house isn’t very far __ school, so I usually go to school _ bike. 

A. from- on  B. away - in  C. of - by  D. from - by 

 16. _____ films should be made for school. 

A. Educational B. Educating C. Educated  D. Education 

 17. He’s not really interested in ____ on the farm. 

A. to work     B.  being worked   C. working  D. worked 

 18. When I was a child, I usually ______ fishing with my brother. 

A. go   B. went  C. gone  D. used to go 

19. We   _____ dinner at home on Saturdays. 

A. haven’t had    B. didn’t had     C. doesn’t have D. don’t have 

 20. _______ class allows students to acquire knowledge about living things. 

A. Geography        B. Chemistry  C. Biology  D. History 

 21. The contented smile on her face shows that she finally passed the exam. 

A. bored        B. boring  C. happy  D. disappointed 

 22.  It ___ me 15 minutes to get to school every morning. 

A. takes  B. took  C. spends  D. spent 



 24. - “_______ do you often go to school?” - “At 6.30 every morning.” 

A. How      B. What time  C. Who       D. With whom 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

25. A: "Would you like to have dinner with me?" 

                    B: "_________________. "  

A. Yes, it is. B. Yes, I’d love to. C. Very good, I’ll go with you    D. Yes, so do 

I 

Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

 26. Mr. Vy leaves the house at a quarter past five and arrive in the  

                       A                     B                                          C                                 

field at exactly 5.30. 

                D 

 27. I enjoy to talk with my classmates about their future plans. 

                      A        B                             C                    D 

 28. David immediate comes home after finishing school. 

                       A            B                C          D 

II.WRITING 

Make complete sentences, using the cues or rewrite the sentences with the words given. 

1. We/ drive along/ narrow road/ when/ car/ break down. 

2. Remember/ say goodbye/ before/ leave/ tomorrow. 

3. Quan always walks to school. 

Quan always goes …………………………….. 

4. I found a bit difficult to get into work this morning. 

Getting …………………………………….. 



PRACTICE TEST 5 

I. Multiple-choice: 

Choose the word that has the underlined (letters) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. feather  B. head       C. healthy     D. meat 

2. A. this       B. mine       C. file   D. night 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the others. 

3. A. subject  B. hello       C. teacher    D. thousand 

4. A. corner   B. answer    C. doctor     D. prepare 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes the following sentences. 

5. The last time I ........... swimming was when we were in Spain.   

A. had gone B. went C. has gone D. was going 

6. Johnny.................the paper when I............. him. 

A. read/ interrupted   B. read/ was interrupting 

C. has read/ interrupted  D. was reading/ interrupted 

7. It was the most............... experience of my life. 

A. frighten  B. frightening C. frightened  D. frightful 

8. The plane from Dallas ................. two hours late, so I missed my connect¬ing flight from Frankfurt 

to London. 

A. took on B. took in  C. took over  D. took off  

9. Houses .................as a bomb exploded in the neighborhood. 

A. dipped B. disappeared C. dropped  D. shook 

10. Are you ................. with what we did ? 

A.interested  B.surprised   C.keen  D.satisfied  

11. How. ................. to work as a rule? 

A. are you getting  B. do you get   C. did you get  D. will you get 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to 

complete each of the following exchanges. 

12. John: ‘What do you usually do?’- May: ‘_______________.’ 

A I usually go swimming and play badminton. 

B. No. I never do 

C. I go straight home after work. 

D. I watch TV a lot. 

13. What do you usually do on your day off? - B: …….. 

A. Nothing much. I always sleep until noon. B. I never sleep until noon. 

C. I usually do not much.    D. I will sleep all day. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the sentence 

printed before. 

14. In the middle of our lunch there was a knock at the door. 

When _____________________________________ 

A. we were having lunch, there was a knock at the door. 

B. we knocked at the door, we were having lunch. 

C. we had just finished lunch, there was a knock at the door. 

D. our lunch were in the middle there Was a knock at the door. 

15. Adrian wears jeans all the time.  

Adrian _____________________________________ 

A. always wears jeans.  B. often wears jeans. 

C. sometimes wears jeans  D. usually wears jeans. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that can be made from 

the cues given. 

16. We/ play/ football/ 5.30 p.m./ yesterday/ there/ be/ terrible/ explosion. 

A. We were playing football at 5.30 p.m. yesterday before that was a terrible explosion. 

B. When we were playing football at 5.30 p.m. yesterday and then there was terrible explosion. 

C. When we were playing football at 5.30 p.m yesterday, there was a terrible explosion. 



D. When we played football at 5.30 yesterday, there was a terrible explosion. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

17. There’s no point getting into a panic about the exam. 

A. interest  B. excitement  C. danger  D. fear 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

18. Bill realized that he should feel content with his achievements.  

A. dissatisfied    B. satisfied  C. eager  D. bored 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

19. He tried (A) to explain the matter (B) to her but she (C) refused (D) listening.  

20. In spite of (A) her difficulty living condition, Marie Curie (B) worked hard and (C) earned a degree 

in Physics with (D) flying colours.  

 

II. Writing: 

Rewrite each of the sentence with an appropriate frequency adverb.  

1. I let my roommate borrow my bike only one time last year. 

 I __________________________________________. 

2. Maria eats cereal for breakfast seven days a week. 

 Maria ______________________________________. 

Build these sentences using the words provided. 

3.Lan/ want/always/ study/ English/ because/ international/ language 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

4. My house/ far/ school/ so/I/ usually/ go/ school/ bike 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Some/ teacher/ usually/not/ have/ trouble/ remember/ students/ names. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Key: 

 

UNIT 2:      SCHOOL TALKS  

                                                                     PRACTICE TEST 1 

PART A: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Choose the word that has the underlined letters pronounced differently from the others. 

1. a. wonderful  b. month   c. tone   d. none 

2. a. polite  b. literature   c. guide  d. kind 

Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others. 

3. a. entertain   b. communicate  c. receive  d. complain 

4. a. opinion  b. relax  c. semester  d. nervous 

Choose the correct answer to complete each following sentence.  

5. ______ is the beach? ~  Only five minutes' walk. 



 a. How long  b. Where  c. How often  d. How far 

6. ______ bag are you carrying? ~ Judy's. 

 a. Which  b. What  c. Who’s  d. Whose 

7. ______ is your new school? ~ It's very big and friendly. 

a. What   b. How  c. Where  d. Which 

8. How long does it take to get to Dave's place from your flat? – “______.”  

 a. It's a long way    b. About one kilometers  

c. Thirty five minutes   d. Just over there 

9. The police questioned me at some length, and I didn't enjoy ______. 

 a. to question  b. questioning c. to be questioned  d. being questioned 

10. Will you please stop ______ TV channels? 

 a. to change  b. change  c. be changed  d. changing 

11. My glasses are in my bookbag, but I don't remember ______ them there. 

 a.  putting  b. to put  c. I put  d. put 

12. I'd like ______ somewhere different for a change. 

 a. to go  b. going  c. go   d. to have gone 

13. I don't mind ______  home but I'd rather ______ a taxi. 

 a. to walk/ to get     b. walking/ to get  

c. walking/ get     d. to walk/ getting 

14. Which team ______ the game? 

 a. did it win  b. did they win c. won   d. won it 

15. Shhh! I hear someone ______ in the distance. Do you hear it too? 

 a. shout  b. shouted   c. to shout  d. is shouting 

16. Dad allowed Dora ______ to the party. 

 a. going  b. to go   c. go    d. gone 

17. Sometimes he does not pay _____ to his teacher so he does not get high marks.  

a. love   b. attention    c. expectation  d. time 

18. ______ is the scientific study of the structure of substances.  



a. Mathematics  b. Geography   c. Chemistry   d. Biology 

19. The teachers are worried about the students’ weak ________ in tests.  

a. attention   b. attendance    c. performance  d. motivation  

20. The students were made _______ hard. 

a. to study   b. studying    c. for studying  d. study 

PART B: WRITING 

Fill the gap in each sentence with the correct form of the provided words. 

21. She was a ____ child, happiest when reading. (STUDY)   

22. Laura is able to ______ a large number of facts and dates. (MEMORY) 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  

23. My mother allowed me to go out with my friends.  

I was   

24. The driver said it was true that he didn’t have a licence. 

The driver admitted   

25. My lawyer said I shouldn’t say anything to the police. 

My lawyer advised   

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

REVISION 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE (8ms) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1.A. lovely                      B. complain              C. wonderful             D. month 

2.A. put                          B. pull                      C. but                  D. full 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions 

2. A. worry      B. narrow C. language  D. employ 

3. A. marital B. occasion C. semester  D. important 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction  in each of the following questions. 

5.  I (A) do not know (B) what time (C) does she (D) gets up every morning.  

6.  I know you are (A) too busy (B)to stay, but I(C)  look forward (D) to see you again. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions: 

7. His pronunciation causes me many _____.  

A. difficult    B. difficulty  C. difficultly            D. difficulties  

8. _____ films should be made for school. 

A. Educational  B. Educating            C. Educated             D. Education 

9. It is getting near Christmas and the streets are _______with people shopping. 



A. crowded                 B. busy             C. narrow           D. worried 

10. Students often have a three-month _______every summer 

A. rest                       B. holiday                 C. break                      D. relaxation 

11. The doctor advised Tom to stop _________. 

A. for smoking            B. smoke               C. smoking        D. to smoke  

12. She refuses_____ to her mother 

A. listen  B. to listening  C. to listen  D. listening 

13. A sportsman needs ____calm under pressure. 

A. remain  B. to remain   C. remaining  D. remained 

14. I would rather ________ unemployed than ________ in that factory. 

A.to be / to work  B. be / work   C. being  /work D. being / working 

15. A: “What are they laughing at?”  -    B: “ _____”  

A. Sorry, I am fine.     B. Oh, I don’t like them   

C. Well, not at all.      D. Oh, It is about Henry’s jokes  

16. A: “Could you help me move this television, please?” - B: “ ______” 

A. No, thanks.   B. Yes, of course.   C. No, I’m rather busy.   D. Yes, I am.  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions.  

17. What is she anxious about? Why?  

A. patient   B. interesting   C. confident  D. worried 

18. What’s your surname? 

A. first name B. second name C. family name D. nickname 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions.  

19. The teacher is explaining to the students how to write a letter of acceptance. 

A. agreement   B. admission            C. refusal               D. confirmation 

20. With this exercise, the teacher wants you to work individually and share your answers with the other 

students. 

A. donate  B. co-operate  C. comfort  D. volunteer 

II.WRITING   

Write the second sentence so that it has the similar meaning to the first one. 

1. The student said it was true that he didn’t do his homework before class (admitted) 

  The student admitted…………………………………………….. ……………………… 

2. How long have you been learning English? 

    When 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……  

3. John and Mary have been married for five years. 

- It is 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

….. 

Complete each of the following sentences, using the words given. 

4. They / refused / allow / us / go in / without / sign / the book 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………… 

5. Ms Lan/enjoy/teach/because/love/work/children 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 



 

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. much            B. cute                 C. cut                         D. sun 

2. A. name             B. father              C. party                      D. army 

3. A. feather          B. head                 C. healthy                  D. meat  

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. student           B. member           C. prefer                    D. teacher  

2. A. headmaster    B. holiday             C. attractive              D. internet  

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. She is interested _____ working as a tour guide because she enjoys working ____ people. 

A. of / at                B. in / with              C. at / for                   D. at / on 

1. I’m really sorry. This form is not _____________ to foreign students. 

A. apply                 B. applicant           C. applicable              D. application 

3. Sheva insisted________to Chelsea football club. 

A. in moving B. on moving C. on move      D. to move 

4. I had applied for the position, and the _______ promised to offer it to me. 

A. employer           B. employee           C. employ                  D. employment 

5.  We would love _______ three cups of coffee. 

A. have                   B. to have               C. having                   D. had 

6.  Everybody knows that it is not good _____ a lot, but not many of us can avoid ____ this habit. 

A. to smoke / get  B. smoking / to get   C. smoke / got      D. to smoke / getting 

7. She tried to avoid ______ my questions.   

A. to answer            B. answer                  C. answered            D. answering 

8.  She was a _______ child, happiest when reading. 

A. studied  B. studying                C. studious       D. study 

9. I help my parents _________the house at the weekend. 

A. clean                  B. to clean                 C. cleaning               D. Both A and B. 

10. _____ do you have an English lesson? - Three times a week. 

A. How often  B. How long     C. How far         D. How many 

11. Britney Spears is very fond of _______ and _______. 

A. sing/ dance  B. singing/ dance     C. singing/ dancing     D. singing/ to dance 

10. I hope you will concentrate ___________ your grammar. 

A. for improving       B. on improving       C. to improving          D. of improving 

13. Select the antonym of the following bold and underlined word in this sentence 

We live in a small flat above the corner shop in Tay Son Street.  

A. after     B. on top of       C. over             D. below  

Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

14. Education, whether it happens at school or anywhere else, is a important part in  

            A                B                                      C                             D   

our life. 

15. Her brother is interested in to join the English Club. 

                         A         B       C      D    



IV. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1. There/ no point/ try/ get/ Jim/ lend/ you/ his car.  

 ______________________________________ 

2.The children/ spend/ afternoon/ play/ in the garden.  

_____________________________________ 

 Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

3. Didn’t your teacher let you speak a word?  

 Did your teacher make ______________? 

4. My lawyer said I shouldn’t say anything to the police.  

My lawyer advised_______________________________. 

5. Why don’t you put your luggage under the seat?  

 He suggested _______________________________. 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1.  A. love B. above C. done D. hot  

Question 2.  A. cough B. young C. enough D. 

trouble 

Question 3.  A. father B. hard C. relax D. last 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that has the stress differently 

from that of the other words. 

Question 4  A. hotel B. garden C. neighbor D. mother  

Question 5. A. attention B. expression C. discipline D. semester 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 6. Among Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Literature,  subject do you like most? 

A. what  B. which                C. why                 D. whose  

Question 7.  would you like your steak? Rare, medium, or well-done? 

A. What B. Which C. What kind D. How 

Question 8. Don’t give up.  not give it a try? 



A. How about  B. What about C. Why D. 

What  

Question 9. ________ does your teacher homework do your English teacher give you a 

week? 

A. How B. How many C. How much D. How often 

Question 10. Lan:  ? 

          Hoa: She’s rather strict but kind and helpful. 

A. What is your form teacher like?       B. How is your form teacher? 

C. What does your form teacher look like? D. What kind of personality should your form teacher 

have?  

Question 11. Peter: Hi.  ? 

          John: Great. 

A. How big is your school? B. How is school? 

C. How far is your school?  D. What does your school look like?  

Question 12. I really enjoy  with my mother. 

A. cook B. to cook  C. cooked D. cooking  

Question 13. Good preparation can help you  the exams. 

A. to be passed B. pass C. passing D. passed 

Question 14. It took me two hours  this homework. 

A. to finish B. finish C. finishing  D. to finishing  

Question 15. Don’t worry too much about your failure. You have to let it  . 

A. go B. going C. to go D. went 

 

Question 16. There’s no need  over your past sorrow. 

A. crying B. cry  C. cried

 D. to cry Question 17.  I’ll never forget  

 with you at Nguyen Hue secondary school. 

A. learn B. learning C. to learn D. learnt  

Question 18. You should   your effort on passing these exams. 

A. make B. try  C. concentrate D. 

attempt  

Question 19. My students have   in their studies. 

A. made attempt B. made noise  C. made progress D. awarded 

achievements  

Question 20. It’s necessary for students to  discipline in class. 



A. maintain B. put C. make D. force 

Question 21.  ideas with teammates during discussions helps students get more information. 

A. Giving B. Asking C. Getting D. 

Exchanging  

Question 22. The school needs to raise standards of   achievement. 

A. academy  B. academic B. academicism D. 

academically Question 23. His  of Mathematics is amazing for a 

young student. 

A. comprehensive B. comprehensible  C. comprehend D. 

comprehension  

Question 24. It is the right of every child to  school. 

A. attendant B. attendance  C. attendee D. 

attend  

Question 25. Machines are capable of  many routine tasks. 

A. performing B. performer C. performance D. perform 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 26. On the way (B) home I (C)stopped (D)talking to Mary yesterday. 

Question 27. (A) I’m going to (B) the bookshop (C) buying (D) some stuff. 

Question 28. He was (A) primarily  (B) motivational by the (C) desire (D) for a scholarship.  

Question 29. Please (A) give these instructions (B) carefully (C) or you will make (D) mistakes. 

Question 30. (A) When (B) have you been (C) doing the (D) gardening?



 

 

II. WRITING  

Write the second sentence so that it has the similar meaning to the first one. 

1.The student said it was true that he didn’t do his homework before class (admitted) 

  The student admitted…………………………………………….. ……………………… 

2. How long have you been learning English ? 

    When …………………………………………………………………………………………  

Complete each of the following sentences, using the words given. 

1. They / refused / allow / us / go in / without / sign / the book 

…………………………… 

2. Ms Lan/enjoy/teach/because/love/work/children 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

I. Multiple-choice: 

Choose the word that has the underlined (letters) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. disaster  B. fast  C. satisfy D. pasture 

2. A. comfort  B. cousin C. suffer D. studious 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes the following sentences. 

3. I wonder ____ your brother looks like. 

A. what   B.how   C.why   D.who 

4. I don't blame you for not ____ outside in this awful weather. 

A. wanting to go  B. wanting go  C. want to go  D. to want go 

5. Our neighbours are very ____ on camping holidays. 

A. eager   B. enthusiastic  C. interested   D. keen 

6. Would you like......................somewhere for a rest? 

A. going  B. to go  C. go   D. to be gone 

7. I don't mind......................... home but I'd rather ....................a taxi. 

A. to walk/ to get B. walking/ to get  C. walking/get   D. to walk/ getting  

8. She was disappointed to fail in two of her four......................... 

A. schools  B. classes  C. lessons  D. subjects 

9. Don't worry ...............me.  I’ll be fine 

A. to    B. about  C. with  D. for 

10. Our coach was ..................in a traffic jam and got to Heathrow forty minutes late. 

A. fastened  B. fixed  C. joined  D. stuck 

Choose the one option -b, c or d - that best fits each of the numbered blank. 

I (1) ................my teaching career nearly ten years ago. I spent six years (2)........... in a remote 

village (3) ..................the villagers were very poor and the living standard was low. Sometimes I was 



very disappointed (4)....................... bad living condition and low pay. I was really homesick. However, 

at that time, with my youth (5)..................., I tried my best to devote (6) ......................... to the 

noblest career, that was "teaching". I loved my poor little students. They were living in (7) ………. but 

they could not (8)...................from empty mind.  

I am proud (9).....................  myself to be a teacher, a hard working "boatman" taking my students to 

the "destination" of (10) ........................... 

11. a. begin  b. began  c. have begun  d. had begun 

12. a. teach  b. to teach  c. teaching  d. taught 

13. a. which  b. there c. when  d. where 

14. a. in spite of b. because of  c. because  d. though 

15. a. enthusiasm b. movement  c. emotion  d. culture 

16. a. my time b. my career  c. my duty  d. myself 

17. a. poor  b. poverty  c. debt   d. shortage 

18. a. bear  b. cope with  c. suffer  d. manage 

19. a. in  b. on   c. about  d. of 

20 .a. knowledge b. competence c. background  d. experience 

II. Writing: 

Build these sentences using the words provided. 

1. What/ he/ talk/ his/ teaching profession/ yesterday? 

 ________________________________________. 

2. Remember/ say goodbye/ before/ leave / tomorrow. 

 ________________________________________. 

Rewrite the sentences, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. 

3. The student said it was true that he didn’t do homework before class.   

 The student admitted _________________________________________________. 

4. How high is that mountain? 

 What ________________________________? 

5. Make a Wh-question for the following response.  

He has gone out for dinner.   

 

UNIT 3: PEOPLE’S BACKGROUNDS 

 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A.mature B. angry                  C. travel         D. background 

2. A. Africa              B. famous            C. place  D. vacation 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

3. A. background       B. chemistry        C. harbor          D. scientific  



4. A. award                B. begin               C. marry                             D. determine 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction  in each of the following questions. 

3. She has lived in London for five years before she moved to New York. 

           A                         B                       C               D 

4. The members   of the club   enjoyed   to attend   the meetings. 

                A                    B                                C                D 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions 

5.When she was young, she received some………….training from her father. 

  A. science         B. scientist            C. scientifically                D. scientific 

6. The purpose of this test is to…………..the weight of the chemical element. 

 A. find out       B. measure        C. ease             D. interrupt 

7. Before Peter ………….. to London last week, he ……… in Paris for more than ten years. 

 A. has moved / was living  B. was moving / lived     

 C. would move / has lived D. moved / had lived 

8. Marie Curie was………….a Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1911. 

  A. received        B. obtained       C. gained          D. awarded 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions 

9.-Marie Curie was a brilliant student 

  A. brave       B. hardworking        C. intelligent         D. satisfied 

10. Nowadays more and more young people want to have a university…………… 

   A. educational          B. education         C. educated           D. educator 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 

to each of the following questions. 



11. He last had his eyes tested a year ago. 

A. He has not had his eyes tested for a year.       B. He had not had his eyes tested for a year. 

C. He had not tested his eyes for a year.              D. He did not have any tests on his eyes in a year 

12. ………….aids must be sent to the Lybian refugees at once. 

  A. Human          B. Humanity          C. Humanism            D. Humanitarian 

13. Before Peter ………….. to London last week, he ……… in Paris for more than ten years. 

 A. has moved / was living  B. was moving / lived     

 C. would move / has lived D. moved / had lived 

14. Marie Curie was………….a Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1911. 

  A. received        B. obtained       C. gained          D. awarded 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

15. A: “What are they laughing at?” 

        B: “ _____”  

A. Sorry, I am fine.      B. Oh, I don’t like them   

C. Well, not at all.       D. Oh, It is about Henry’s jokes  

16.Tom: - Hello, Mary! How are you?         -   Mary : __________ 

 A. Hi, Tom! Fine. Thanks  B. Yes, I am fine. C. Bye. See you later D. And you? 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions 

17.-Marie Curie was a brilliant student 

  A. brave       B. hard working        C. intelligent         D. satisfied 

18.Jane graduated from Paris medical school with flying colours 

A. with difficulty           B. with very high grades        

C. without success          D. due to her hard work 



Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s)OPPOSITE in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

19. Marie Curie was a generous  woman. Her real joy was easing human suffering. 

 A. quiet         B. humane      C.  mean     D. tragic 

20. The contented smile on her face shows that she finally passed the exam. 

 A. interested B. boring C. happy D. disappointed 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 

to each of the following questions. 

21.We started to write to each other two years ago. 

A. We used to write to each other for two years.         B. We used to write to each other since two years. 

C. We’ve written to each other for two years.             D. We’ve written to each other since two years 

22.He last had his eyes tested a year ago. 

A. He has not had his eyes tested for a year. B. He had not had his eyes tested for a year. 

C. He had not tested his eyes for a year.       D. He did not have any tests on his eyes in a 

year 

 

II. WRITING 

Make complete sentences, using the cues or rewrite the sentences with the words given. 

1. When you phoned me, it was my lunchtime. 

   When you phoned me,........................................ 

2. Brian bought a new television. First he checked all the prices.  

    Before ………………………………… 

3. I have studied English for five years. 

    I started ………………………………………………… 

4. Sue cleaned the house. Then she fell asleep on the sofa. 

    After …………………………………………………….. 

 



 

 

 

 

  



PRACTICE TEST 2 

 

PART A: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.  

Question 1: A. contain B. said C. pail D. paid 

Question 2: A. bed B. severe C. send D. pen 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other 

three in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions.  

Question 3: A. determine B. radium C. professor D. position 

Question 4: A. private B. tutor C. mature D. atom 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.   

Question 5: Nguyen Ngoc Truong Son was a chess ______ at a very young age. 

 A. champion B. championship C. supporter D. athlete 

Question 6: By the time Shakespeare died in 1616, he ______ more than 37 plays.   

 A. will have written B. had written C. has written D. would have 

written 

Question 7: He passed the final examination with flying colours, which made his parents pleased and 

proud.  

 A. difficulty B. apprehension C. very high mark D. no hope 

Question 8: Computer models help to determine whether a particular area is likely to flood. 

 A. make up  B. find out  C. take over  D. put up 

Question 9: The university has ______ her a $500 travel grant.  

 A. won B. awarded C. devoted D. advocated 

Question 10: Jane is always determined to do anything she wants. She’s a(n) ______ woman.  

 A. ambitious B. strong-willed C. brilliant D. humane 

Question 11: The new road should help ______ traffic problems.  

 A. raise B. create C. ease D. cause 

Question 12: There is no ______ explanation for what happened.  

 A. scientist B. scientific C. science D. 

scientifically 

Question 13: The new surgeon will ______ her post in May.  

 A. go on B. take up C. get over D. look after 

Question 14: Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ______ everything in its path. 

 A. destroyed B. was destroyed C. has destroyed D. had 

destroyed 

Question 15: The morning's work was constantly ______ by phone calls.   

 A. made B. created C. interrupted  D. changed 

Question 16: By the time we _____ at the hall, the lecturer ______ half of his speech.  

 A. will arrive / made  B. arrived / had made C. had arrived / made D. arrive / is 

making 



Question 17: He has just graduated ______ Business Administration.  

 A. in B. from  C. for D. at 

Question 18: Sam didn't get much formal _______. 

 A. school  B. schooling  C. schooldays  D. school girl 

Question 19: She seems to have spent all her life studying in _______ establishments. 

A. education  B. educate  C. educated  D. educational 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges.  

Question 20: Gini and Adrian are talking about a book they have read lately  

- Gini: "That wasn't an interesting book."  

- Adrian:"________. I couldn't go further than chapter 2."  

 A. I think it will get better and better  B. Yes, it gave me much information  

 C. You can say that again   D. No, it was fascinating  

PART B: WRITING 

Question 21: Hitler’s invasion of Poland led to the ______ of the Second World War. (TRAGIC) 

Question 22: It was hard to follow what the teacher was saying, and eventually I lost my ______. 

(CONCENTRATE) 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first.  

Question 23: The students read some materials. Then they wrote their assignments. 

→ Before   

Question 24: First my sister considered what to say. Then she decided to talk to her headmaster. 

→ After   

Question 25: We stayed in that hotel despite the noise.  

→ Although    



PRACTICE TEST 3 

\ 

I. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D that you think the best option for each blank. 

1.   After the _____ death of her husband, Marie Curie took up his position at the Sorbonne. 

A. tragic                B. tragedy               C. tragedian             D. tragically 

2. Marie Curie was _____ the Nobel Prize in chemistry for determining the atomic weight of radium. 

A. won              B. awarded               C. dedicated                D. devoted 

3. He behaved like an adult. I think he is more _____ than the other boys in his class. 

A. intelligent               B. mature                C. ambitious             D. developed 

4. Jane is always determined to do anything she wants. She’s a _____ woman. 

A. ambitious               B. strong-willed          C. brilliant            D. humane 

5. She harboured her hope of being a teacher. 

A. gave up her hope of being a teacher. B. built her hope of being a teacher. 

C. had her hope of being a teacher.  D. kept her hope of being a teacher in her mind. 

6. The new road should help ____ traffic problems. 

A. raise                B. create             C. ease               D. cause 

7. The new surgeon will ______ her post in May. 

A. go on             B. get over              C. take up             D. look after 

8. In spite of her difficult living conditions, she worked extremely ____. 

A. hard               B. hardly              C. harder                D. hardest 

9. He passed his exams with flying colours. 

A. successfully            B. difficultly               C. badly              D. easily 

10. In 1891, Marie, with very little money to live ____, went to Paris to realize her dream at the Sorbonne. 

A. in                  B. at                      C. on                 D. up 

11. She ______ Pierre Curie in the School of Physics in 1894. 

A. was meeting           B. meet                  C. had met                D. met 

12. After I ________ for half an hour, she finally arrived. 

A. waited               B. had waited              C. waiting                 D. to wait 



13. Yesterday morning my mother _______ me a new bicycle as my old one _______ stolen.  

 A. bought/ was                               B. bought/ had been    

 C. had bought/ was        D. had bought/ had been 

14. My uncle _______ a visit to Germany in 2005.  

 A. paid  B. pays      C. has paid  D. will pay 

15. “Did anyone see the thief?”-“No, he already _______ away by the time we _______ in.” 

 A. ran-had come  B. had run-came     C. runs-have come  D. has run-come 

16. She had just _____ on holiday.  

 A. be                  B. being                 C. been                 D. to be 

17. I felt very tired when I got home, so I ______ st raight to bed. 

 A. go                   B. went                  C. had gone            D. going 

18. After she _____ the basket, she ____ to the check out.  

 A. filled/ went      B. had filled/ gone   C. filled/ had gone D. had filled/ went 

19. Karen ______ to come to the cinema with us because she _____ the film.  

 A. didn’t want/ had already seen           B. wanted/ had already seen 

 C. not wanted/ saw                               D. wanted / was seeing 

20. We didn’t have their new phone number because they _____ to the South. 

 A. moved              B. to move           C. had moved         D. moving 

I. WRITING: (2ms) 

1. Use the words given to make a complete sentence. 

By/ time / we / arrive / party / everything/ already/ eat//. 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. The founding/ the Radium Institute/ 1914/ make/ her humanitarian wish/ come true//.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Write the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one. Use the word given in the 

brackets.  

We stayed in that hotel before your arrival. (had)  

..................................................................................................................................................................... 

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one, beginning as shown. 



4. On hearing the news, she broke down. 

- She broke down the moment ………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. First I considered what to study, then I decided to major in Maths. 

- After………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

 

I. Circle the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

1. A. mature          B. back                 C. dad                        D. matter 

2. A. women         B. spend                C. degree                   D. return 

3. A. bread            B. dead                 C. read                       D. head 

II. Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others. 

1. A. secondary        B. impossible         C. laboratory         D. conditional 

2. A. background      B. tutor                  C. degree               D.  master 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 

1. Marie ___________ the dream of a scientific career which seemed impossible for a woman at that 

time. 

A. harbored            B. attended            C. obtained               D. interrupted 

2. He passed the final examination with_________, which made his parents pleased and proud.  

A. difficulty B. no hope             C. apprehension    D. flying colors 

3. Please feel free to_______ me if you don’t understand anything. 

A. keep B. interrupt C. discontinue     D. speak 

4. In our modern time, human life has become better and better. The ____ are high. 

A. beautiful standards B. ethical standards  

C. living conditions D. working securities 

5.  When we went back to the bookstore, the bookseller _______ the book we wanted. 

A. sold                   B. had sold               C. sells                     D. has sold 

6. By the time the policemen________, the thief _______. 

A. arrived / go away   B. had arrived / went away   

C. arrived / had gone away   D. arrives / goes away 

7. She worked as a private tutor to eam money for her study tour_______.    

A.  aboard  B. lesson    C.  dream       D. abroad 

8. Jenny _______ her family after she had taken the university entrance examination. 

A. phoned               B. had phoned           C. phones                 D. is phoning 

9.  The war will cause widespread human______ .  

A. suffer                  B. sufferer                 C. sufferable            D. suffering 

10. Nina bought two loaves of bread and took them home, but his mother _______ one. 

A. already bought                                      B. had already been bought      

C. had already bought       D.has already bought 

11. She had worked as a tourist guide before __________ a teaching career. 

A. starting               B. start                      C. to start                D. started 

12. Without the pull of the Earth, we could not _______ anything. 

A. weigh   B.  weight      C. weightless       D. weightlessness 

13. Select the antonym of the following bold and underlined word in each sentence  

Take some aspirins. They can ease your headache. 

A. worsen       B. relax       C. loosen         D. make less servere 

 Choose the underlined word or phrase - A, B, C or D - that needs correcting. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/war
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/cause
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/widespread
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/human


14. By last week, they finished the construction of the building. 

       A                               B        C                       D   

15. He devoted his life into serving his family, friends, and neighbors. 

                A                    B         C                                  D   

IV. Write the sentence, using the given cues. 

1. After/ her brother/ check/ prices/ he/ buy/ new washing machine.  

 ______________________________________________ 

2. English/ consider/ one/ our foreign languages.  

_____________________________________ 

 Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first. 

3. Jim is the musician who wrote that famous song.  

 That famous song ________________________ 

4. Tim had written 15 novels by the time he decided to give up writing. 

 Before _________________________________________________________. 

Combine the sentences to make one sentence. Make any necessary changes. 

5. First James bought a new computer. Then he bought a new laptop. 

 _____________________________________________________. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

I. Multiple-choice: 

Choose the word that has the underlined (letters) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. work   B. term   C. other  D. early 

2. A. box                  B. sport                     C. more                     D. before 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the others. 

3. A. secondary  B. experience  C. certificate  D. Geography 

4. A. atomic  B. brilliant  C. determined D. ambitious 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes the following sentences. 

5. Jane decided to further her …….. in Australia after graduation from medical school.  

A. educate  B. educational  C. education  D. educated 

6. Marie Curie earned a degree in Physics with flying _________. 

A.results   B. colours    C. marks    D. points 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the sentence 

printed before. 

7. He last had his eyes tested a year ago. 

A. He has not had his eyes tested for a year. B. He had not had his eyes tested for a year. 

C. He had not tested his eyes for a year.     D. He did not have any tests on his eyes in a year 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

8. Television helps us broaden our awareness of cultures and societies around the world. 

A. news B. knowledge C. information D. entertainment 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

9. My father is easy to persuade but my mother is too protective towards me. 

A. dislike B. deny C. discourage  D. ignore 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the 

following questions. 

10. The (A) founding of the Radium Institute (B) in 1914 made (C) her dream (D) coming true. 

Read the passage and choose the best answer for each of the questions below. 

One of the richest writers in the world 

 The richest woman in the UK is now Joanne Kathleen Rowling, the author of the Harry Potter 

books. But life hasn’t always been easy for her. 

 She was born on July 31st, 1965 and started writing at the early age of six. At school, she was 

very quiet and didn’t like sports much. Her favorite subjects were English and Modern Languages. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/life
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/serving
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/family
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/friend
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/dictionary/english/neighbor


After school, she studied French at Exeter University, and she later became a bilingual secretary. She 

didn’t enjoy her life as a secretary, and when she was 26 she left the UK to teach English in Portugal. 

She met and married a journalist and their daughter, Jessica, was born in 1993. The marriage ended in 

divorce and Ms. Rowling moved to Edinburgh, Scotland. It was during this period that she started her 

first Harry Potter novel, which she wrote in a cafe while her daughter was asleep. 

She published Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone in 1997, and in the same year she won one of 

the most important book awards in Britain. Since then millions of people have read her books in many 

different languages, and millions have seen the Harry Potter movies. 

11. Joanne Kathleen Rowling started writing ____________. 

A. at the age of sixteen.      B. in 1970 

C. when she was six years old.     D. after she became a secretary 

12. Her ex-husband is a___________. 

A. secretary   B. novel writer  C. journalist  D. manager 

13. ________, she won a book award. 

A. In 1997   B. At the age of 26  C. In 1998  D. 1971  

14. Which of the following is NOT true about Joanne Kathleen Rowling ? 

A. She didn’t enjoy sports much when she was at school.  B. She produced the Harry Potter movies. 

C. She wrote the first Harry Potter novel in a cafe.  D. She is one of the richest writers in the 

world. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete the following 

exchange. 

15. A: "Would you like to have dinner with me?" B: "_________________. "  

A. Yes, it is. B. Yes, I’d love to. C. Very good, I’ll go with you    D. Yes, so do I 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 32. 

Louis Braille was born in the nineteenth century. When he was three years old, a tragic accident at his 

father’s workshop left him blind permanently. As a young boy, Louis was hardworking and intelligent. 

His teachers suggested that he should be enrolled in the National Institute for Blind Youths. At that 

time, this was the only school for the blind in France. 

At the Institute, Louis was eager to learn to read and write. To his great disappointment, the few books 

he found at the institute used raised letter. This method of reading was difficult for the blind, who had 

to slowly feel each letter. By the time they reached the end a sentence, they had forgotten what the 

beginning was about! 

Louis wanted to develop an easier reading system for the blind. His idea of such a system came from 

Charles Barbier, a French army officer. Barbie had invented a system called “Night Writing”, which 

was made of dots and dashes. Soldiers used this system to communicate with one another during the 

night. Louis adapted this system for his own use, he got rid of the dashes and produced a simple system 

based on dots. For example, “A” is presented by a single dot, many student found this system much 

easier to use. This came to be known as the “Braille” system. Today, millions of blind people are able 

to read, thanks to the work of a dedicated, young blind man. 

16. Blindness did not prevent Louis from ----------------------------. 

A. studying hard B. being creative C. helping people  D. all of these 

17. The National Institute, where Louis took education, provided the blind with -------------. 

A. books with raised letters             B. only some books that cannot be read easily 

C. the new books on some subjects        D. no books teaching the blind how to read. 

18. The old method of reading was not satisfactory as-------------------------. 

A. it required much time and memory from the blind readers. 

B. it made the blind read and understand each letter slowly. 

C. it used only raised letters which many blind student could not understand. 

D. it did not help the blind readers to understand the reading material. 

19. Louis invented the “Braille” system after --------------------------------. 

A. being a soldier in the army      B. making friends with Charles Barbier 

C. knowing Barbier’s “Night Writing” system 



D. getting rid of the dashes in Barbier’s   system          

20. In the “Braille” system, Louis used only dots so that --------------------------------. 

A. the reading and writing speed could be improved 

B. he could open classes to teach the blind to use it easily 

C. the system could be assessable to other blind people 

D. he could prove he was a really intelligent man. 

 

II. Writing: 

Write the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first. 

1. We had lived in Hanoi for 10 years before moving to Ho Chi Minh city. 

After we …………………………………………………………………… 

2. They got to the theatre after the beginning of the play. 

When they…………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Write a complete sentence with the words given. 

3. Marie Curie/awarded a Nobel prize/Chemistry/determine/ the atomic weight of radium. 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Rewrite the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar as possible in meaning to the original 

sentence using the word give. Do not change the form of the given word. 

4. “I saw our former teacher yesterday afternoon," said Mai.   (PREVIOUS) 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. After John had done his homework, he went to bed.  (BEFORE) 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

UNIT 4: SPECIAL EDUCATION 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

I. Multiple-choice: 

Choose the word that has the underlined (letters) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. commune  B. rob    C. condition  D. follow  

2. A. occupation B. opposition  C. obligation  D. obtain 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the others. 

3. A. attitude  B. computer  C. atmosphere D. scientist  

4. A. disability B. preparatory C. particularly D. photographer 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes the following sentences. 

5. I  have been fascinated by .............. since I was at secondary school. 

A. photograph B. photographic C. photographer  D. photography 

6. He invented a new kind of wheelchair for the ................ 

A. unemployed B. poor  C. disabled  D. unhappy 

7. Wining that prize was one of the greatest ……….of my life. 

A. efforts  B. attempts  C. manages  D. achievements 

8. Betty is not as intelligent as any child who is at the same age. She has some perceiving troubles. She 

is………………. 

A. dump  B. deaf  C. mentally-retarded  D. lisp 

9. I’m going to complain ……..the manager ………….the bad service here. 

A. with / aboutB. to / about  C. with / on   D. to / on 

10. ………. eat a lot of ice-cream when you were a child? 

A. Did you use to B. Were you used to C. Were you using to     D. Did you used to 

11. She displayed some of her paintings at the local ................... 

A. commune  B. post office  C. demonstration   D. exhibition 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the sentence 

printed before. 

12. Those blind boys can use their computers perfectly while they can’t see anything on the screen 

A. Although those boys can’t see anything around them, they use their computes perfectly. 

B. Boys who are unable to see things on computer screens can use the as perfectly as you. 



C. Computer are never used thoroughly by those boys unless they can see things perfectly. 

D. Despite their disability, those blind boys perform their perfect skills in using computers. 

13. When I finished high schools, I immediately found myself a job to earn my living. 

A. My living conditions at high school were so poor that I couldn’t finish it. 

B. When my high school is finished, I had to quit it to find a job for myself. 

C. My high school was so poor that they couldn’t afford my studying course. 

D. As soon as I finished high school, I started to live on my own with a job. 

14.  I didn't use to like football. 

A. I don't like football. 

B. When I was young I liked football, but now I don't. 

C. Once I didn't like football, but now I do. 

D. I wasn't accustomed to football. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

15. Their parents were forced to work on farms all day to make money for their family, which robbed 

them of a chance to give their children an education. 

A. offer B. supply  C. suggestion  D. opportunity 

16. Many people oppose corporal punishment when educating young children although several of them 

are naughty. 

A. agree with B. disapprove of C. are in favor of D. appreciate  

17. The President expressed his deep sorrow over the bombing deaths. 

A. regret B. anger  C. sadness  D. passion 

18. In spite of her deafness, she played the violin very well. 

A. inability to speak  B. inability to see 

C. inability to hear  D. mentally impairment 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

19. Although he was born into a poor family, he became a famous businessman. 

A. prosperous B. childish C. unfortunate D. handicapped 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

20. He tried (A) to explain the matter (B) to her but she (C) refused (D) listening. 

II. Writing: 

Use the words given to make a complete sentences. 

1. When we / kids / use / play / that forest 

_________________________________________________________. 

2. I / not use / like him much / when / be / at school. 

_________________________________________________________. 

B. Combine each pair of sentences into one, using “which” and commas where necessary. 

1. Family dinner is often served at 6.30. It’s the biggest meal of the day 

_________________________________________________________. 

2. That book contains some useful information. It becomes a best-selling book in this month. 

_________________________________________________________. 

3. Sally lost her job. She wasn't surprised at this. 

_________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

 

PART A: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.  

Question 1: A. deaf B. of C. traffic D. follow 

Question 2: A. blind B. disabled C. arrive D. childhood 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other 

three in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions.  

Question 3: A. exhibition B. photography C. professional D. ability 

Question 4: A. mental B. special  C. sorrow D. retard 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.   

Question 5: Her suggestion met with strong _____. Her workmates did not agree with her on something.

  

A. opposition B. determination C. condition D. 

consumption 

Question 6: In our modern time, there are still many farmers and workers living _____ poor conditions. 

 A. at B. in C. for D. with 

Question 7: Paul seemed very _____ of his success when everybody congratulated him on what he had 

got.  

 A. pride B. proud C. prideful D. pridefully 

Question 8: Don’t be worried too much. Things will certainly improve gradually. 

 A. immediately B. right now C. little by little D. quickly 

Question 9: He had_____ no effort to finish the work so the boss did not agree to offer him a promotion.

  

 A. done B. made C. determined D. earned 

Question 10: Many Vietnamese people _____ from disability due to dioxin during the war struggling 

for freedom and independence.  

A. determine B. suffer C. cope D. face 

Question 11: At last, Mary claimed that she had no gift for music and could not master her piano lessons, 

__ made her parents disappointed.  

 A. that B. these C. for which D. which 

Question 12: Mrs. Pike ______ very attractive when she was young, but now she looks pale because of 

her illness. A. is used to being B. used to be C. was used for 

being D. use to be 



Question 13: To communicate fluently in English, we have to spend a lot of time practicing. It is a _____ 

work.  

 A. time-consuming B. time-bargain C. time-saving D. time-limit 

Question 14: They _____ best friends when they were little boys but now their friend- ship no longer 

exists. 

 A. are used to be B. are used to being C. used to be D. got used to 

being 

Question 15: I have been fascinated by _____ since I was at secondary school. 

 A. photograph B. photographic C. photographer D. photography 

Question 16: He invented a new kind of wheelchair for _____ disabled.   

 A. a B. an C. the D. no article 

Question 17: Rick left the party early because he ______ a headache.  

 A. has B. had C. used to have D. was having 

Question 18: Ms Thuy's class is different ______ other classes. 

 

 A. with B. from C. by D. girl 

Question 19: Life in the city is bound to be difficult for _____.  

A. the employed B. the rich C. the unemployed D. the young 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges.  

Question 20: “Guess what? I've been recruited to be a member of the Green Dream Volunteer Group.” 

– “____.”  

A. Good luck next time!  B. It doesn't make sense to me. 

C. That's the least thing I could do for you. D. That's great! Congratulations!  

PART B: WRITING 

Question 21: She told us how easy it was to use the computer, then by way of ______ simply pressed a 

few keys on the keyboard. (DEMONSTRATE) 

Question 22: Unfortunately, she had the ______ to explain things clearly and concisely. (ABLE) 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first, using the words given.  

Question 23: Mr. Quang has a lot of money. This puts him in trouble with his friends. (which) 

→  

Question 24: We need to provide more shelters for people who are without a place to live. (the) 

→  

Question 25: We couldn’t drive because of the fog. (prevented) 

→   



PRACTICE TEST 3 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: A. doctor B. wrong C. box D. walking 

Question 2: A. deaf B. mean C.speak D. teach 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: A. proper B. effort C. mental D. prevent 

Question 4: A. disability B. preparatory C. particularly D. photographer 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 5. Winning that prize was one of the greatest_________ of my life. 

 A. efforts B. attempts            C. manages                   D. achievements  

Question 6: Some  students were using their hands to talk on the stage. 

 A. deaf B. mute C. blind D. A&B 

Question 7:I’m going to complain the managerthe bad service here. 

 A. with / about B. to / about C. with / on D. to / on 

Question 8:Alice always left the milk out of the fridge, really annoyed her mother. 

 A. that B. what C. which D. where 

Question 9:Betty is not as intelligent as any child who is at the same age. She has some perceiving 

troubles. She is. 

 A. dump B. deaf C. mentally retarded D. lisp 

Question 10:Making own clothes is really a difficult and  process. 

 A. consumption B. time-consumed C. time-consuming D. consuming 



Question 11: After that serious accident, many people helped to take to hospital. 

 A. the vehicles  B. the killed C. the ambulance                D. the injured 

Question 12: Theybest friends when they were little boys but now their friendship no longer exists. 

 A. are used to be  B. are used to being C. used to be D. got used to being 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 13:How (A) did you feel since you (B) took that (C) new kind (D) of medicine? 

Question 14: (A)In children, hearing loss (B) can lead to (C) social isolation for (D) several reason. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 

to each of the following questions. 

Question 15:Those blind boys can use their computers perfectly while they can’t see anything on the 

screen 

 A. Although those boys can’t see anything around them, they use their computes perfectly. 

 B.Boys who are unable to see things on computer screens can use the as perfectly as you. 

    C. Computer are never used thoroughly by those boys unless they can see things perfectly. 

 D. Despite their disability, those blind boys perform their perfect skills in using computers. 

Question 16:When I finished high schools, I immediately found myself a job to earn my living. 

 A. My living conditions at high school were so poor that I couldn’t finish it. 

 B. When my high school is finished, I had to quit it to find a job for myself. 

 C. My high school was so poor that they couldn’t afford my studying course. 

 D. As soon as I finished high school, I started to live on my own with a job. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

Question 17: Helen: “Shall I collect the tickets for the concert for you?” 

                      Peter: “.” 



A. Long time no see.  B. It’s kind of you to do so.   

C. Make yourself at home.  D. Nice to meet you. 

Question 18:- George: “Guess what? My first novel has just been published” 

- Tom: “.” 

 A. It’s my pleasure.  B. Congratulations! 

 C. Better luck next time.  D. It’s very kind of you. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 19:She had a disadvantaged childhood with little education and money. 

 A. ordinary B. comfort C. difficult D. starving 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 20:Although he was born into a poor family, he became a famous businessman. 

 A. prosperous B. childish C. unfortunate D. handicapped 

II. WRITING 

A. Use the words given to make a complete sentences. 

1. When we / kids / use / play / that forest 

When we were kids, we used to play in that forest. 

2. I / not use / like him much / when / be / at school. 

I didn’t use to like him much when I was at school. 

B. Combine each pair of sentences into one, using “which” and commas where necessary. 

 She arrived on time. This amazed everybody. 

Tom was late. That surprised me. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE: (8 pts) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1:A. boss              B. sport                C. job                       D. doctor 

Question 2:A. deaf B. mean C. speak D. teach 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: A. proper B. effort C. occupied D. admiring 

Question 4:A. disability B. preparatory C. particularly D. photographer 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 5. Wining that prize was one of the greatest ……….of my life. 

 A. efforts B. attempts C. manages D. achievements

  

Question 6: I found it difficult at first, but now I ---------------- working on the computer. 

 A. use to B. used to C. am use to               D. am used to 

Question 7: I’m going to complain ……..the manager ………….the bad service here. 

 A. with / about B. to / about C. with / on D. to / on 

Question 8: ------------------ eat a lot of ice-cream when you were a child? 

A. Did you use to B. Were you used to C. Were you using to    D. Did you used to 

Question 9: Alice always left the milk out of the fridge, ……….really annoyed her mother. 

 A. that B. what C. which D. where 

Question 10: Betty is not as intelligent as any child who is at the same age. She has some perceiving 

troubles. She is ………………. 

 A. dump B. deaf C. mentally retarded D. lisp 

Question 11: Making own clothes is really a difficult and  ………….process. 

 A. consumption B. time-consumed C. time-consuming D. consuming 

Question 12: They ……….best friends when they were little boys but now their friendship no longer 

exists. 



 A. are used to be  B. are used to being C. used to be D. got used to being 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 13: How (A) did you feel since you (B) took that (C) new kind (D) of medicine? 

Question 14: (A) In children, hearing loss (B) can lead to (C) social isolation for (D) several reason. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

Question 15: Helen: “Shall I collect the tickets for the concert for you?” -  Peter: “…………………” 

A. Long time no see.  B. It’s kind of you to do so.  

  

C. Make yourself at home.  D. Nice to meet you. 

Question 16:- George: “Guess what? My first novel has just been published” - Tom: “.” 

 A. It’s my pleasure.  B. Congratulations! 

 C. Better luck next time.  D. It’s very kind of you. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17: She had a disadvantaged childhood with little education and money. 

 A. ordinary B. comfort C. difficult D. starving 

Question 18: Many people oppose corporal punishment when educating young children although several 

of them are naughty. 

 A. agree with B. disapprove of C. are in favor of D. appreciate  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 19: The victim was comforted by family and friends. 

 A. made upset B. drawn attention C. broken up D. refrained 

Question 20: Although he was born into a poor family, he became a famous businessman. 

 A. prosperous B. childish C. unfortunate D. handicapped 

II. WRITING: (2pts) 

A. Use the words given to make a complete sentences. 

1. When we / kids / use / play / that forest 

……………………………………………………………………… 

2. I / not use / like him much / when / be / at school. 

…………………………………………………………….. 



B. Combine each pair of sentences into one, using “which” and commas where necessary. 

1. Family dinner is often served at 6.30. It’s the biggest meal of the day 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. That book contains some useful information. It becomes a best-selling book in this month. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. They won the medal at last. This delighted the school. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

I. Multiple-choice: 

Choose the word that has the underlined (letters) pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. commune  B. rob    C. condition  D. follow  

2. A. occupation B. opposition  C. obligation  D. obtain 

Choose the word which is stressed differently from the others. 

3. A. attitude  B. computer  C. atmosphere D. scientist  

4. A. disability B. preparatory C. particularly D. photographer 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes the following sentences. 

5. I  have been fascinated by .............. since I was at secondary school. 

A. photograph B. photographic C. photographer  D. photography 

6. He invented a new kind of wheelchair for the ................ 

A. unemployed B. poor  C. disabled  D. unhappy 

7. Wining that prize was one of the greatest ……….of my life. 

A. efforts  B. attempts  C. manages  D. achievements 

8. Betty is not as intelligent as any child who is at the same age. She has some perceiving troubles. She 

is………………. 

A. dump  B. deaf  C. mentally-retarded  D. lisp 

9. I’m going to complain ……..the manager ………….the bad service here. 

A. with / aboutB. to / about  C. with / on   D. to / on 

10. ………. eat a lot of ice-cream when you were a child? 

A. Did you use to B. Were you used to C. Were you using to     D. Did you used to 

11. She displayed some of her paintings at the local ................... 

A. commune  B. post office  C. demonstration   D. exhibition 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the sentence 

printed before. 

12. Those blind boys can use their computers perfectly while they can’t see anything on the screen 

A. Although those boys can’t see anything around them, they use their computes perfectly. 

B. Boys who are unable to see things on computer screens can use the as perfectly as you. 

C. Computer are never used thoroughly by those boys unless they can see things perfectly. 

D. Despite their disability, those blind boys perform their perfect skills in using computers. 

13. When I finished high schools, I immediately found myself a job to earn my living. 

A. My living conditions at high school were so poor that I couldn’t finish it. 

B. When my high school is finished, I had to quit it to find a job for myself. 

C. My high school was so poor that they couldn’t afford my studying course. 

D. As soon as I finished high school, I started to live on my own with a job. 

14.  I didn't use to like football. 



A. I don't like football. 

B. When I was young I liked football, but now I don't. 

C. Once I didn't like football, but now I do. 

D. I wasn't accustomed to football. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

15. Their parents were forced to work on farms all day to make money for their family, which robbed 

them of a chance to give their children an education. 

A. offer B. supply  C. suggestion  D. opportunity 

16. Many people oppose corporal punishment when educating young children although several of them 

are naughty. 

A. agree with B. disapprove of C. are in favor of D. appreciate  

17. The President expressed his deep sorrow over the bombing deaths. 

A. regret B. anger  C. sadness  D. passion 

18. In spite of her deafness, she played the violin very well. 

A. inability to speak  B. inability to see 

C. inability to hear  D. mentally impairment 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

19. Although he was born into a poor family, he became a famous businessman. 

A. prosperous B. childish C. unfortunate D. handicapped 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

20. He tried (A) to explain the matter (B) to her but she (C) refused (D) listening. 

II. Writing: 

Use the words given to make a complete sentence. 

1. When we / kids / use / play / that forest 

_________________________________________________________. 

2. I / not use / like him much / when / be / at school. 

_________________________________________________________. 

B. Combine each pair of sentences into one, using “which” and commas where necessary. 

1. Family dinner is often served at 6.30. It’s the biggest meal of the day 

_________________________________________________________. 

2. That book contains some useful information. It becomes a best-selling book in this month. 

_________________________________________________________. 

3. Sally lost her job. She wasn't surprised at this. 

_________________________________________________________. 

 

 

REVISION (UNITS 1-4) 

I. Choose the best answer. 

 1. If the field is dry, the farmer usually _________ water into it when he does the transplanting 

 A. boils  B. pumps   C. breaks  D. goes 

 2.  I felt quite _______ with my day’s work. 

A. satisfy  B. satisfactory  C. satisfied  D. satisfaction 

 3. I was late for school this morning because my alarm did not __________. 

A. go away  B. go up   C. go on  D. go off 



 4. I have not met him since he ___________ school. 

A. left  B. was leaving  C. had left  D. has left 

5. We   _______________ dinner at home on Saturdays. 

A. haven’t had    B. didn’t have      C. doesn’t have D. don’t have 

6. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

 Mr. Vy leaves the house at a quarter past five and arrive in the field at exactly 5.30. 

A. leaves  B. at    C. arrive  D. exactly                       

7. I really enjoy ______________ with my mother. 

A. cook  B. to cook   C. cooked  D. cooking 

8. “What are your favorite __________, Phong?  “Maths and English.” 

A. languages B. schools   C. jobs  D. subjects 

9. Choose the word that is opposite in meaning to the underlined word in the following sentence. 

Buses and trucks are not allowed to go along this street because it is very narrow. 

A. modern  B. long   C. different  D. wide 

10. It was a pleasant day, so we decided ________ a walk to the countryside. 

A. takes  B. taking   C. to take  D. took                       

11. When was this school _______________?” “In 1985” 

A. founded  B. found   C. finding  D. find 

12. Together with her husband, she _________ the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1903. 

A. awards   B. awarded   C. was awarding D. was awarded 

13. I could not send you a postcard because I ________ your address. 

A. had lost  B. lost   C. lose  D. have lost 

14. How about going for a walk?” “ ____________” 

A. Very well, thanks. And you?     B. Thanks a lot. 

C. Never mind.       D. That’s a good idea. 

15. Choose the word that is closest in meaning to the underlined word in the following sentence. 

Her husband had obtained a position at the university. 

A. passed  B. got    C. left   D. rewarded 



16. For most of these children, poverty prevents them _______ having enough schooling. 

A. from  B. in    C. to   D. with 

17. The public expressed their _________ to the plans of building a chemical factory in the area. 

A. speech  B. opposition  C. mind  D. word 

18. Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting. 

The parents used to believing that their children could not learn anything at all. 

A. believing  B. their  C. could not  D. at all 

19. A girl ________ was interviewed on TV last night lives near my house. 

A. whom  B. who   C. which  D. whose 

20. The classical concert ________ my friend took me to was very boring. 

A. which  B. whose   C. who   D. whom 

II. Rewrite the following sentences with the word given in brackets so that it has the similar meaning as 

the first one. 

1. Her parents were very worried because she returned home late. (WHICH) 

She __________________________________________. 

2. The police arrived too late, so the robbers got away. (ALREADY) 

By the time the police _____________________________. 

3. How long have you had your motorbike? (BUY) 

When __________________________________________ 

4. We haven’t visited our hometown for three years. (SINCE) 

It’s three years ___________________________________ 

5. They often had dinner at a restaurant on the weekends. (USED) 

They ___________________________________________ 

 

 


